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Independent-Gate (IG) FinFET is a promising device in circuit applications due to its two separated gates, which can be used
independently. In this paper, we proposed a comprehensive method to optimize the Dual Threshold (DT) IG FinFET devices by
carrying outmodulations for the gate electrodework function, oxide thickness, and silicon body thickness. Titanium nitride (TiNx)
is used as the tunable work function gate electrode for good performances. The thicknesses of the gate oxide and silicon body are
swept by TCAD simulations to obtain the appropriate values. The verification simulation of the optimized transistors shows that
the DT IG FinFETs can realize merging parallel and series transistors, respectively, and the current characteristics of the transistors
are improved significantly. By extracting the BSIM-IMGmodel parameters, we can simulate the circuits composed of the proposed
DT IG FinFET by using HSPICE with BSIM-IMGmodel. As practical examples, we optimized two novel 7T SRAM cells using DT
IG FinFETs. HSPICE simulation results indicate that the new SRAM cells obtain higher write margin and read static noise margin
with lower leakage power consumption than the other implementations.

1. Introduction

Currently, FinFET has become mainstream IC technology
due to its significant leakage reduction and performance
improvement compared with the traditional planar CMOS.
As a dual gate device, FinFET is more flexible than single gate
devices, such as traditional CMOS andultra-thin body (UTB)
MOSFET. The two gates of the FinFET can work together
or work separately, and it can provide greater flexibility and
better performance in circuit designs. Shorted-Gate (SG)
FinFET with two gates tied together can replace the single
device in conventional circuits to achieve better performance
and smaller size. But the Independent-Gate (IG) FinFETwith
two separated gates, formed by removing the material above
the gate region of the fin, can provide different configuration
methods and is suitable for different requirement in circuit
designs.

Previous researches have seen that a regular IG FinFET
is a low threshold device and it can be used as two merg-
ing parallel transistors to reduce the size and improve the
performance in circuit designs. Some of the literature also
proposed optimizations of the high threshold IG FinFET

that can be used in circuits as merging series transistors to
reduce the stack height and improve the operating speed [1–
6]. The authors in [1, 2] optimized the values of the design
parameters of gate work function, oxide thickness, silicon
thickness, and gate underlap for both low threshold and high
threshold devices. The parameters of the transistors were
determined by using the University of Florida double gate
(UFDG) SPICE model and verified by TCAD tool. In [3, 4],
the authors only adjusted the value of gate work function to
adjust the threshold voltage. In [5, 6], the high threshold IG
FinFETs were used as basic logic cells to design circuits and
the optimization procedurewas notmentioned.There ismore
optimization space for the DT IG FinFETs, especially for the
devices of the emerging technology node.

This paper proposed a comprehensive method to opti-
mize the parameters for the Dual Threshold (DT) IG FinFET
to obtain the better performance. We can know from the
solution to the Poisson’s Equation that the threshold voltage of
a dual gate MOSFET is dominated by the gate work function
(GWF) and the silicon body thickness. And we also know
from the Vth roll-off theory that the oxide thickness can
seriously impact the threshold voltage of a small size device.
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Figure 1: 3D structure of FinFET: (a) SG FinFET and (b) IG FinFET.

Therefore we optimize the DT IG FinFET by tuning the
gate work function, oxide thickness, and silicon thickness by
TCAD simulations. The optimized low threshold and high
threshold IG FinFETs can serve as two merging parallel SG
transistors and two merging series SG transistors, respec-
tively. So the DT IG FinFETs can provide compact circuit
implementations [2, 7]. And the on-state current (Ion) and
leakage current (Ioff) of the optimized DT IG FinFETs are
also improved to reduce the delay and leakage of the compact
circuits.

By using TCAD simulation results, we extracted the
parameters for the BSIM-IMG model [8] and generated the
model cards for simulation in HSPICE, which could be used
for our circuit simulations. As practical examples, this paper
realizes two novel 7T SRAM cells based on DT IG FinFETs,
which have been simulated by HSPICE with the generated
BSIM-IMGmodel cards.The simulation results show that the
performances of the proposed SRAM cells are improved with
the comparison of the other SRAM schemes.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, after reviewing the traditional FinFET devices,
we optimize the DT IG FinFET devices comprehensively
by using appropriate gate electrode and modulating the
oxide thickness and silicon body thickness to achieve good
performance.TheBSIM-IMGmodel fitting is also included in
Section 2. In Section 3, we propose two novel 7T SRAM cells
based on the DT IG FinFET devices and utilize more design
space of DT IG FinFETs to improve read static noise margin
(RSNM) and word line write margin (WLWM) and reduce
leakage dissipation. And finally, conclusions are outlined in
Section 4.

2. Optimization of DT IG FinFETs

In this section, we overview the FinFET firstly and then
optimize the Dual Threshold FinFETs based on the modu-
lation of the gate work function, the silicon body thickness,
and the oxide thickness according to the theories. Finally,
the Sentaurus Device simulations are used to determine the
optimization parameters and test the current characteristics.

2.1. Overview of FinFET. FinFET is a double gate 3D tran-
sistor and has more benefits than ones of traditional planar
CMOS. Especially in small geometric condition, the FinFET
can effectively suppress the short channel effect (SCE) and

drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect, which are the
two main reasons for limiting the size of planar CMOS tran-
sistor to scaling down to deep nanometer size. FinFET can
be scaled down to sub 20nm channel length without heavy
channel doping. Even in somemodern technique, the channel
and silicon body are undoped to minimize the impurity
scattering. A lightly doped or undoped channel has higher
carriermobilities due to the lower transverse electric field and
the negligible impurity scattering. In addition, it makes the
FinFEThave lower depletion charge and capacitance and thus
a subthreshold slope of approaching to 60mV/dec [9].

There are two main configurations of FinFET devices
as shown in Figure 1. The SG FinFET with two gates tied
together, as shown in Figure 1(a), is used equivalently as
the traditional planar single gate MOS transistor with better
performance. If the front gate is logic high, the back gate
is biased to high voltage to provide higher driving current
and lower delay. When the front gate is logic low, the back
gate is also biased to low voltage, which raised the threshold
voltage and reduced the leakage current. In this way, the SG
FinFET works like a single gate transistor and can directly
transform the previous digital circuits by taking the place of
the traditional CMOS devices to improve the performance
and reduce the circuit area.

IG FinFET with two separated gates, which are formed by
removing the material above the gate region of the SG device,
is shown in Figure 1(b). The two gates are separated but
strongly coupled to each other due to the thin Fin. In digital
design, there are different performances when the back gate
of the IG FinFET is connected in different way. It is the low
power configuration when the back gate is in disabled mode
(i.e., back gate is connected to VDD in PMOS or connected
to GND in NMOS). In this mode, the threshold voltage
is increased compared with the corresponding single gate
device to reduce the leakage current. Meanwhile, its input
capacitance is smaller and the dynamic power consumption
is also lower. But the higher threshold voltage will increase
the delay of the low power circuits, and so it can be used in
the nonstrict path of the logic circuits. Because the threshold
voltage of IG FinFET is highly sensitive to the voltage of
the back gate, when the back gate of the transistor is used
as the threshold voltage modulation terminal [10], threshold
voltage can be adjusted in a certain range flexibly to balance
the delay and power consumption. But the disadvantage is
that it makes the circuit design and fabrication process more
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complicated, and it limits the improvement of the circuit
integration.

There is another modewith more flexibility to achieve the
lowpower and improve the circuit integration simultaneously
when the back gate is used as an independent signal input
terminal.The advantage of thismode is that the one transistor
can be used like two merging parallel traditional single gate
transistors or two merging parallel SG FinFETs. It can attain
the OR-like logic function of the two inputs, and thus it can
largely reduce the amount of the transistors in a digital circuit
and reduce the circuit area. It can increase the fan-in factor
of a logic gate to improve its performance. Therefore, it can
improve the flexibility of the digital circuit design except the
extra considerations in the synthesis flow [4].

As the merging parallel transistors, IG FinFET can also
work as merging series transistors when the threshold voltage
is modulated to high enough, so that high threshold IG
FinFET can realize the AND-like logic function of the inputs
from the two gate electrodes [2]. But this realization needs
special device engineering to modulate the threshold since
the general double gate compact models, such as BSIM-IMG
model, do not provide the high threshold FinFET model.
In this work, we optimize and enhance the high threshold
IG FinFET by modulating the work function of the gate
electrode, the oxide thickness, and the body silicon thickness,
which is addressed in the next section. For better cooperation
with the high threshold device, the low threshold device is
optimized at the same time in this paper.

Here, taking N-type FinFET as an example, we denote
Id10 as the drain current when back gate (BG) is tied to low
and front gate is tied to high and Id11 as the drain current
when the two gates both connected to high. Ion and Ioff
are the on-state current and leakage current, respectively.
When Ion is bigger, the operating speed is higher and the
performance is better, and when Ioff is smaller, the standby
power is lower. When we optimize an IG FinFET device, we
should consider the trade-off between the performance and
the power dissipation, i.e., Ion and Ioff. Additionally, in order
to obtain the high threshold (high-𝑉𝑡ℎ) device and realize the
series AND-like logic function, Id10 should be low enough to
ensure the transistor is in off-state and Id11 should be high
enough to transform the transistor to on-state. And on the
contrary, for a low threshold (low-𝑉𝑡ℎ) device, Id10 should
be high enough to turn on the transistor to realize the OR-
like logic function. When a high-𝑉𝑡ℎ transistor and a low-𝑉𝑡ℎ
transistor work as a pair of dual threshold transistors, Id10 of
the low-𝑉𝑡ℎ transistor should be higher than a cutoff current,
about 10−7⋅W/L (A), and Id10 of the low threshold transistor
should be lower than that cutoff current. Only by satisfying
this condition, the dual threshold transistors circuit can work
correctly. Note that the threshold voltage𝑉𝑡ℎ can be accurately
measured by extrapolating the ID-VG curve to the horizontal
axis. But alternatively, it can be easy to get the value as the
gate voltage at a small drain voltage of 0.05(V) and a small
drain current of 10−7⋅W/L (A) [11], where W/L is the aspect
ratio of a transistor. Here in this paper the threshold voltage
is measured just like this way.

In the next section, we will optimize the DT IG FinFET
in detail. For convenience, we take the N-type FinFETs as

examples to address the optimization procedure and only give
out the results for the P-type FinFETs.

2.2. The Optimization of DT IG FinFETs. For a long channel
double gate IG FinFET with lightly doped or undoped chan-
nel, the channel electrostatics under threshold condition is
governed by the 2D Poisson equation with only the inversion
charge term included [12]:

∇2𝜑 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑞𝜀𝑆𝑖 𝑒
𝑞𝜑(𝑥,𝑦)/𝑘𝑇, (1)

where 𝜑 is the channel surface potential, 𝑞 is the magnitude
of the electronic charge, 𝜀𝑆𝑖 is the permittivity of silicon, 𝑘 is
the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature.
Solving this 2D Poisson equation with some boundary
conditions of the N-type FinFET, we can finally get the long
channel threshold voltage (𝑉𝑡ℎ) [13, 14]:

𝑉𝑡ℎ = Φ𝑀𝑆,𝑖 + 𝑘𝑇𝑞 ln(2𝐶𝑜𝑥𝑘𝑇𝑞2𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑖 ) , (2)

whereΦ𝑀𝑆,𝑖 is the work function difference between the gate
electrode and the silicon film, 𝐶𝑜𝑥 is the oxide capacitance,𝑛𝑖 is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and 𝑡𝑆𝑖 is the silicon
body thickness (TSI).

This 𝑉𝑡ℎ equation (2) is derived for the long channel IG
FinFET, but for a short channel transistor, we need to consider
more effects, such as SCE, DIBL, and Quantum Effect (QE).
So the 𝑉𝑡ℎ equation will become [15]

𝑉𝑡ℎ = Φ𝑀𝑆,𝑖 + 𝑘𝑇𝑞 ⋅ ln(2𝐶𝑜𝑥𝑘𝑇𝑞2𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑖 ) − 0.64 ⋅ 𝐸𝐼 ⋅ 𝑉𝑏𝑖
− 0.80 ⋅ 𝐸𝐼 ⋅ 𝑉𝐷𝑆 + 𝜋2ℏ22𝑞𝑚∗𝑡2𝑆𝑖 ,

(3)

where ℏ is Plank constant, 𝑚∗ is the effect mass of mobility,
and EI is called Electrostatic Integrity factor given by

𝐸𝐼 = 𝜀𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑥𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑝𝜀𝑜𝑥𝐿2 [1 + 𝑥2𝑗𝐿2] , (4)

where 𝜀𝑜𝑥 is the permittivity of oxide layer, L is the effective
channel length, 𝑥𝑗 is the source and drain junction depth, and𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑝 is the penetration depth of the gate field in the channel
region and 𝑡𝑜𝑥 is the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT).

The second term of right hand side (RHS) of (3) repre-
sents the potential in the channel, from which we can find
that𝑉𝑡ℎ is impacted by the silicon body thickness with inverse
proportion. The third and the fourth items of RHS represent
the voltage roll-off caused by SCE and DIBL, respectively,
fromwhich, it is known that𝑉𝑡ℎ is impacted by the oxide layer
thickness with inverse proportion.

From (3) and (4), we know that the threshold voltage 𝑉𝑡ℎ
of a short channel transistor increases with the increase of the
gate work function (GWF) or effective channel length (L) and
decreaseswith the increase of the silicon body thickness (TSI)
or equivalent oxide thickness (EOT). So we can optimize the
threshold voltage by modulating the parameters of gate work
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function, silicon body thickness, and gate oxide thickness,
respectively.

Themodulation of the gatework function can be achieved
by carefully selecting appropriate gate electrode material to
achieve the desired value. After careful investigation, in this
work we chose the TiNx as the gate electrode material for
the optimized IG FinFET. It should be noted that the values
of gate work function are different in NFET and PFET for
the better performance of the two types of devices. The
proper thicknesses of silicon body and gate oxide are obtained
through TCAD device sweep simulations.

2.3. The Sentaurus Device Simulations Results. In this work,
considering the practical manufacturing, TCAD three-
dimensional (3D) simulations are carried out. All N-type and
P-type transistors with independent gates are simulated by
Synopsys Sentaurus Device tool. In these simulations, the
drift-diffusion mobility and modified local-density approx-
imation (MLDA) models are used. The mobility models
include the mobility degradation due to scattering and high
lateral and perpendicular electric fields. MLDA model is a
numerically robust and fast model for quantum effect and it
is suitable for three-dimensional device simulations because
of its numeric efficiency [16]. According to the prediction of
the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS) [17], 14nm is an emerging technology node, and
thus we choose the transistors with 14nm channel as the
optimization target. First the 3D structure of the IG FinFET
is established by using Synopsys Sentaurus Structure Editor.
The 3D structure is shown in Figure 1(b) and the symmetrical
cross section view is shown inFigure 2.The transistorwe built
is a High-K Metal Gate (HKMG) 3D FinFET, which is often
used in modern high performance applications. The high-K
dielectric is HfO2 with a relative permittivity of 25, which is
much higher than 3.9 of SiO2, and thus the height of the gate
stack can be increased to suppress the gate leakage. A SiO2
thin film is inserted between HfO2 and channel silicon for
better bonding. The doping concentration of body region is
Nbody=1.0e12cm

−3, which is a relatively light value to improve
the subthreshold slope. The doping concentration of source
and drain region is a heavy value of NSD=1.0e20cm

−3 used
to improve the impedance characteristic. The WF metal is
a kind of alloy material (TiNx, see below) used to modulate
the work function of the gate electrode to obtain the desired
performances. The Fin height of the device is a typical value
of 40nm.

From aforementioned, because 𝑉𝑡ℎ is influenced by the
silicon body thickness, gate oxide thickness, and the channel
length, some TCAD device simulations are firstly carried
out by sweeping the geometry values of TSI, EOT, and L,
respectively, to study the relationship between 𝑉𝑡ℎ and these
geometry sizes. Although the transistors we want to optimize
are fixed channel length of 14nm, we also need to study
the effects of SCE, DIBL, and QE. In addition, in order to
obtain better performance of the transistor and to realize
the series AND-like logic, we need to obtain the appropriate
Id10, Id11, and Ioff of a device, so as to study the relation
between the currents and the geometry parameters. The
TCAD simulations have been carried out and the results are

WF Metal

WF Metal

Source Drain

Spacer

High-K dielectric

Tℎk

TSi

L

Figure 2: The cross section of the symmetric Independent-Gate
High-K Metal gate FinFET with interfacial oxide between chan-
nel and high-k dielectric in TCAD simulation (NSD=1.0e20cm

−3,
Nbody=1.0e12cm−3, L=14nm, HFin=40nm).

shown in Figure 3. From the results, we can find out that 𝑉𝑡ℎ
is decreased with the increase of EOT or TSI, or with the
decrease of L. And Id01, Id11, and Ioff are just the opposite,
which are increased with the increase of EOT or TSI, or with
the decrease of L. Note that the channel length L is only used
to study physical effects such as SCE, DIBL, and QE, rather
than as an optimization criterion in this paper.

Since the work function dominates the threshold voltage
of the IG FinFET, the material of the gate electrode must be
carefully selected tomeet the𝑉𝑡ℎ requirement. Several reports
have shown that some values of the gate work function can
be obtained by utilizing the available materials and processes.
The titanium nitride (TiNx) gate electrode with tunable work
function can be achieved by varying the nitrogen gas flow
rate in the reactive sputter deposition process of the metal
gate [18–20]. Therefore we investigated the variation of 𝑉𝑡ℎ
when the gate work function ranges from 4.0eV to 5.2eV
for N-type FinFET by carrying out TCAD simulations. In
order to get the relationship between 𝑉𝑡ℎ, Id10, Id11, and
gate work function, TCAD simulations are also performed
by sweeping the GWF values. The ID-VG characteristics of
different gate work functions are then tested. The results of
the measurements are shown in Figure 4, where the small
diagram is a close-up picture of the upper range of GWF.

As shown in Figure 4, it can be found that, by increasing
the gate work function of IG FinFET, the corresponding
threshold voltage increases to a desired value as depicted.
The relationship between gate work function and threshold
voltage is linear, which agrees well with (2) and (3). From
the current curves as shown in Figure 4, we can also find
that the leakage current Ioff and drain currents Id10 and Id11
all decrease with the increase of the gate work function, and
the relationships are almost linear at small GWF and nearly
exponential at big GWF.

The relationships in Figures 3 and 4 show that the influ-
ence of gate work function on threshold and current is larger
than that of the geometric size TSI or EOT. Therefore, when
the target device is optimized, the gate work function is first
selected according to the voltage threshold and performance
requirements, and then the geometric values of TSI and EOT
are fine adjusted to meet the precision requirements.

When considering the trade-off among Id10, Id11, Id11/Ioff,
and 𝑉𝑡ℎ, after a series of Sentaurus Device simulations had
been carried out, the optimization parameters of N-type DT
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Figure 3: The trend of the drain current versus (a) EOT, (b) TSI, and (c) L.
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Figure 4: The trend of the drain current versus gate work function.

IG FinFET are selected as listed in Table 1. At the same time,
in Table 1, some of the optimization results in literature [2–4]
are listed as a comparison.

In Table 1, H represents the high-𝑉𝑡ℎ transistor, while
L is low-𝑉𝑡ℎ transistor, and N/A indicates that data cannot
be obtained from the literature. From these results, we can
find that our results meet the needs of the novel transistor
characteristics. The Id10 is smaller than some comparison
values but larger than others, and Id11 is the same case.
The ratio Ion/Ioff of high-𝑉𝑡ℎ transistor is the average among
the comparison values, while the ratio Ion/Ioff of low-𝑉𝑡ℎ
transistor is the biggest, from which, it can be seen that
the proposed high-𝑉𝑡ℎ transistor is in average performance
and the proposed low-𝑉𝑡ℎ transistor can work in high speed.
Most importantly, the proposed transistors have the smallest
occupation than others in area without the performance loss.

The current characteristics of the proposedN-type and P-
type DT IG FinFETs have been measured by the Sentraurus
Device tool. The tests are carried out by sweeping the voltage
of the front gate from 0 (-0.6V) to 0.6V (0V) for N-type
FinFET (P-type FinFET), when the back gate is activated
by being tied to VDD (ground) or disabled by being tied
to ground (VDD), respectively. The simulation results are
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Figure 5:The current characteristic results of N-typeDT IGFinFET
from Sentaurus Device and HSPICE.

plotted as symbols in Figures 5 and 6, and the subgraphs in the
main diagrams are the same plots of logarithmic coordinates,
and the dashed lines in figures are cutoff current lines. When
the drain current rises to up the cutoff current line, the
transistor will turn on, otherwise, the transistor will turn off
when the drain current drops down to below the cutoff line.
As can be seen from these curves, the high-𝑉𝑡ℎ N-type IG
FinFET with GWF=4.9eV is in on-state when front gate and
back gate are both tied to high voltage; otherwise, they will be
in off-statewhenone or none of the gate is tied to high voltage.
The operation is just like the AND-like logic of the two gate
signals and one high-𝑉𝑡ℎ IG FinFET is working just like two
merging series SG FinFET. On the other hand, the low-𝑉𝑡ℎ
N-type FinFET with GWF=4.55eV will be in on-state when
any one of the two gates is tied to high voltage, and it will be
turned off only when two gates are both tied to ground. The
workingmode is just like theOR-like logic of two gate signals.

As shown in Figure 6, for the P-type DT IG FinFETs, the
operations are just complementary to the N-type FinFETs.
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Table 1: Comparison with previous works.

Ref. [2] Ref. [3] Ref. [4] This work
L 32nm 25nm 22nm 14nm
Hfin 40nm 1um 1um 40nm
𝑁𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 undoped 1e16 10e15 1e12
𝑁𝑠𝑑 2e20 N/A 10e20 1e20

TSI H∗:6nm
L∗:12nm H:9nm

L:N/A
H:80nm
L:80nm

H:6nm
L:6nm

EOT L:1nm
H:2nm

H:1nm
L:N/A

H:2nm
L:2nm

H:0.75nm
L:0.8nm

GWF H:4.8
L:4.5

H:4.85
L:N/A

H:5.2
L:4.5

H:4.9
L:4.55

Gate Poly MGHK MGHK MGHK
Vdd 0.9V 0.6V 1V 0.6V

Id10
H:1.0e-9A,
L:2.0e-5A

H: 4.0e-7A
L:N/A

H:2.0e-8A
L:1.0e-3A

H:2.0e-9A
L: 7.7e-6A

Id11
H:1.0e-5A
L:4.0e-5A

H: 1.0e-4A
L:N/A
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Figure 6:The current characteristic results of P-type DT IG FinFET
from Sentaurus Device and HSPICE.

Thehigh-𝑉𝑡ℎ IG P-type FinFET works like twomerging series
SG FinFET of OR-like logic, and the low Vth IG FinFET
works like two parallel SG FinFETs of AND-like logic.

After obtaining the optimized devices, the parameters
in the BSIM-IMG model should be modified to match the
parameters of the optimized devices [21]. BSIM-IMG model

is a standard model adopted by Compact Model Coalition
(CMC) [22] and the results of the simulations with BSIM-
IMG model can be as a reference of IC manufacturing.

2.4. BSIM-IMG Model Fitting and HSPICE Simulation. Fin-
FET compact model is the bridge between FinFET tech-
nology and FinFET-based circuits design. For the circuit
simulation using the proposed DT devices, we choose BSIM-
IMG model, a CMC standard compact model, from UC
Berkley as our FinFET compact model in the applications.
BSIM researchers have announced that the BSIM-IMGmodel
is very effective for new devices when the parameters of
model are properly adjusted [23]. For example, excellent
BSIM model results for germanium FinFETs and InGaAs
FinFETs are shown in [24, 25]. According to the instructions
in BSIM-IMG technical manual, there are more than one
hundred parameters that need to be extracted from the
proposed devices based on several behaviors, such as long
channel gate capacitance, long channel drain current, and
short channel drain current to fit the curves from the TCAD
simulation results.

The proposed devices are short channel devices of 14nm
channel length. As a short channel device, some short channel
fitting parameters are essential to be extracted. The 𝑉𝑡ℎ roll-
off caused by short channel effect must be considered. This is
modeled in BSIM-IMG model and given by [8]

Δ𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝑆𝐶𝐸 = − 0.5 ⋅ 𝐷𝑉𝑇0 ⋅ (𝑉𝑏𝑖 − 𝜑𝑠𝑡)
cosh (𝐷𝑉𝑇1 ⋅ 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓/𝜆) − 1 , (5)
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Figure 7: Reproduced from H. Yang et al. (2017) (under the Creative Commons Attribution License/public domain).

where 𝜆 is scale length factor, Vbi is built-in potential, 𝜑st is
surface potential, Leff is effective channel length, and DVT0,
DVT1 are parameters from device extraction.

As another effect, 𝑉𝑡ℎ roll-off caused by DIBL is modeled
in BSIM-IMG model and represented by [8]

Δ𝑉𝑡ℎ,𝐷𝐼𝐵𝐿 = −0.5 ⋅ (𝐸𝑇𝐴0 + 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝐵 ⋅ 𝑉𝑏𝑔𝑥)cosh (𝐷𝑆𝑈𝐵 ⋅ 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓/𝜆) − 1 ⋅ 𝑉𝑑𝑠𝑥, (6)

where 𝑉𝑔𝑏𝑥 approximates to back gate voltages 𝑉𝑏𝑔 and 𝑉𝑑𝑠𝑥
approximate to drain terminal voltage 𝑉𝑑𝑠 when working
in saturation region, and ETA0, ETAB, and DSUB are fit
parameters from device extraction.

Above mentioned are two examples of the physics effects
that affect the accuracy of the model. The parameters such as
DVT0, DVT1, ETA0, ETAB, andDSUB all need to be carefully
tuned to well fit the BSIM-IMG model for the proposed
DT devices. The other model parameters that are related
to physics effects, such as subthreshold slope degradation,
carrier velocity saturation, and quantum mechanical effects,
all need to be carefully adjusted. Therefore there are a set of
parameters that need to be extracted from the experimental
data of the devices to fit the BSIM-IMG model.

After parameters extractions, a series of HSPICE simula-
tions are carried out for the verification, and the results are
shown as the lines in Figures 5 and 6. The simulation results
show that the BSIM-IMGmodel fits the devices very well and
it can be used in the circuit designs and optimization based
on the proposed DT IG FinFETs.

In the next section, we use the proposed devices to
optimize the SRAM cells with the BSIM-IMG model.

3. Design and Performance of SRAM Cells

After reviewing the traditional SRAM cells, we present two
new SRAM cells based on the optimized Independent-Gate
FinFET devices. We discuss the performance of the new
SRAM cells from some simulation results to end this section.

3.1. Traditional SRAM Cells. The traditional 6T SRAM cell
based on SG FinFET devices (SG6T) is shown in Figure 7(a)
[26], where the fin number of the two pull-down transistors
must be increased to insure proper read operation. In order to
improve RSNM and WLWM, an 8T SRAM cell based on SG

FinFET devices (SG8T) with read-write separation structure
is often used, as shown in Figure 7(b) [26, 27].

The back gate of IG FinFETs can be used to adjust
the threshold of the devices to increase its driving ability
or reduce its leakage current. The SRAM cells (IG6Ta-
IG6Td) based on regular low-𝑉𝑡ℎ IG FinFETs had also been
investigated, as shown in Figure 8 [26], where the back gate
of IG FinFETs is connected to ground or power source or the
storage node to adjust their driving ability, and thus improve
RSNM and WLWM, and reduce their leakage dissipation
[28, 29].

3.2. Novel 7T SRAM Cells based on Proposed DT IG FinFET.
The optimized DT IG FinFETs can serve as two merging
parallel or series transistors, respectively. We utilize more
design space of DT IG FinFETs to improve RSNM and
WLWM and reduce their leakages. This work proposes two
novel 7T SRAM cells (DGIG7Ta, DGIG7Tb) based on the
optimized DT IG FinFETs abovementioned, as shown in
Figure 9 [26]. The read and write operations are separated
by adding a high threshold IG FinFET to improve the read
and write stability. Only when Q is low and RWL is high, the
high threshold IG FinFET is turned on, and the value of the
storage cells is read to RBL.WhenQ is “1”, the high threshold
IG FinFET is turned off, and thus RBL will maintain its high
level due to precharging.

In Figure 9(a), the write operation is the same as Fig-
ure 8(a), where the pull-down transistors use low threshold
IG FinFETs. In Figure 9(b), the transmission gate consisting
of a pair of low threshold P-type and N-type FinFETs is
used as the access switch to promote driving ability and thus
improveWLWN.TheP-type andN-type high-𝑉𝑡ℎ IGFinFETs
constitute a clocked inverter controlled by WWL. At write
period (WWL is high), the clocked inverter is turned off to
promote write operation and to improve WLWN. At storage
phase (WWL is low), the clocked inverter is enabled to hold
its storage value.

3.3. SRAM Cell Performance Comparisons. The RSNM,
WLWM, and leakage of the proposed SRAM cells (DTIG7Ta-
DTIG7Tb) have been compared with the corresponding ones
such as traditional 6T SRAM cell (SG6T), 8T SRAM cell
with read-write separation (SG8T), and SRAM cells using
regular IG FinFETs (IG6Ta-IG6Td), as shown in Figure 10.
All circuits are simulated by HSPICE using BSIM-IMG
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Figure 9: Reproduced from H. Yang et al. (2017) (under the Creative Commons Attribution License/public domain).

model. In order to assure the fairness of the comparison,
the same read and write timing is given to all the SRAM
cells. It is clear that, among all compared SRAM cells,
the proposed two SRAM cells achieve best performance
in terms of RSNM and WLWM and have lowest leakage
dissipations.

4. Conclusions

This paper has proposed a novel high-𝑉𝑡ℎ IG FinFET along
with an optimized low-𝑉𝑡ℎ one by modulating the gate work
function, silicon body thickness, and gate oxide thickness,
which can work as merging series transistors and merging
parallel transistors. Sentiraurus Device simulation results
show that the proposedDT IGFinFETs have excellent current
characteristics (Id10, Id11, Ioff and Ion/Ioff ratio) and reduced
occupied area of the device. After that, we extracted the
parameters of the proposed devices for fitting the BSIM-IMG
model to further circuit simulations. We also have proposed
two novel 7T SRAM cells based on the optimized DT IG
FinFETs. We utilize more design space of DT IG FinFETs
to improve read static noise margin and write margin and
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Figure 10: Performance comparison of SRAM cells.

reduce leakage power consumption.TheHSPICE simulations
based on the BSIM-IMG model show that the novel SRAM
cells obtain higher write margin and read SNM with lower
leakage power consumption than the other implementations.
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